
pat@patflannery.com 
From: Pat Flannery [patflannery@ebuyersrealty.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2003 10:33 AM 
To: Benjamin Marchant (E-mail); Hugh Constant (E-mail); Karl Mellon (E-mail); Narelle 

Mackenzie (E-mail); Paul Brock (E-mail); Paul Kline (E-mail); Rudy Fernandez (E-
mail); Sean Brew (E-mail); Timothy Hushen (E-mail) 

Subject: Focus of initial conference 
 
Hi Karl, 
 
I note your concern about us concentrating on the telecommunications industry for our initial 
conference. But if I read our recent meeting correctly I don't think we were thinking of focusing on 
the telecom industry as such. I think we saw the current telecom installation activities around 
Shannon, particularly the installation of a Shannon Development/County Councils owned fiber 
optic MAN, as an enabler rather than a sector focus.  
 
During the meeting I jokingly used the term e-Shannon as a way of highlighting the opportunities 
that seemed to me to be opening up there for e-commerce, e-learning, e-government and e-
workers generally in conjunction with the software and technical skills now maturing at UL. 
Perhaps we should now coin  a new word "e-development" and associate it with Shannon. 
 
In this global economy the Shannon Region could certainly provide some of the brain power 
needed to develop and bring to market the many new products that will undoubtedly emerge from 
San Diego's growing contacts with the Far East. The Far East mostly needs the West's R&D 
capabilities, once developed they will manufacture each product themselves. For San Diego-
Shannon R&D partnerships, using modern telecommunications, geography need not exist. 
 
Shannon's new telecom infrastructure coupled with the plentiful supply of highly skilled 
technicians now flowing out of UL could provide just the place for San Diego firms to get their new 
products honed and developed for the Far East or any market. 
 
Michael Dell has already made the Shannon Region a world computer manufacturing center. I 
know he is very interested in the possibilities of assembling large arrays of his computers which 
can rival the power of supercomputers when enough of them are networked together. We could 
find plenty R&D work for such a Shannon/Dell supercomputer from the needs of forward-looking 
San Diego firms in many business sectors, including the bio-medical field, which is a very heavy 
user of supercomputing. 
 
So if it is not aiming too high how about inviting him to our April conference to explore the idea 
with the elite of San Diego R&D hungry for affordable supercomputing time. 
 
Pat 


